
Cir-009/AVIS/2021-22                                                                Dated: 07.05. 2021 

Dear Parents, 
Greetings!! 
From AVIS in collaboration with Pallavi Model School!! 
Hope you all are taking good care of yourselves. 

Subject: Holiday Activities 

GRADE – VIII 
 

Subject Activities during summer break Resources to 

English Topic: Crop Production  
Shubham Varma: Interview with a farmer. 
Sai Charvi: Description about any crop. 
Geeta Sree: Poetry  
Suvan: Article writing 

Mahee: Explains about the happiness of the farmer for 
the crop, selling process and how are we consuming?  

Prepare a booklet 
date wise, use 
colour pencils 

II Lang 
Hindi 

1-फसल के ऊपर कविता वलखिए या िीवियो बनाइये I   Use A4 sheets, colour 
Pencils/ crayons / sketches 

 

II Lang 
Telugu  

దేశానికి వెనె్న ముక రైతు   రైతులు  

శ్రమ దాచని హాలికులు  వారు పండంచే పంటలు  

వారు పడే శ్రమను  

ఒక గేయ రూపంలో లేదా కవిత రూపంలో 

శ్వాయండ. 

A4 Size paper. 
Make it innovative 

(Coloured sheet) 

Math  Mathematics plays an important role in Agriculture, 
Find the various crops which are  produced in Rabi 
season and kharif season and compare their 
production in the form of Bar Graph. 
Example: 

  

Graph sheet , A4 size sheet 
and for reference browse 

Google. 

Science Make any one agricultural tool and collect information 
about short term crops and long term crops grown  
with new innovative techniques. Collect information 
about impact of chemical fertilizers on human life. 

stick file,A4 white sheets, 
or colour sheets, any 

model or video if possible 
on new types of irrigation 

system 

Social Virtual field trip to ICRISAT  related to HYV seeds and Google , scrap book, 



farm/crop production, PPT, activity on map pointing 
related to different types of soils 

ICRISAT site. 

I.T Prepare a PowerPoint presentation on ‘Crop 
Production’. There should be a minimum of 6 to 8 
slides. Please include the pictures of the various types 
of crops and make it informative and attractive. 

 

Desktop/laptop with Ms 
Office- (PowerPoint) 

 

Warm Regards 

 Ms. G. Vanaja 

 Principal -AVIS -PMS 

Mail Id: principal@avinternationalschool.org 

 
 


